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Company and Services
Overview
The Problem
There is a noticeable increase in the demand for studying abroad in Vietnam. In many developed
countries like the USA, Australia, Canada, and Japan, Vietnam is in the top 10 places of origin for
international students. More specifically, according to the 2019 Open Doors Report, Vietnam ranks sixth
among the leading places of origin for international students in the US (IIE, n.d). In his article published
on VnExpress websites, Nguyen Quy claimed that in 2018 Vietnam had taken the sole possession of fifth
place among countries sending international students to Canada. In the past, Vietnam shared the spot
with the US. However, in 2018, Vietnam surpassed America with 20,330 students studying in Canada
(Nguyen, 2019).
Accompanying this growing interest is the growing number of studying abroad consulting firms.
However, many of those are frauds. On the news recently, there are numerous reports on consulting
firms making fake college communications and admissions letters to scam money.
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Moreover, most of these firms just provide services limited to college applications, visa applications, and
study abroad conferences. The information these firms give students is, for the most part, solely from
colleges’ websites, which can be limited and outdated. The majority of international students forms
their expectations of studying abroad based on movies and YouTube videos. They are thrown into other
countries without any knowledge of the reality of studying abroad as well as the cultures of the
countries they are landing in. When asked, most of the students who are already abroad said that they
were shocked when they first arrived at their destination. They thought that all the college towns would
be structured like the cities they saw on tv shows and movies. They wished that they had more
information on the school as well as the surrounding areas.

The Solution- Our Services
To solve this problem, The Bridge was established. The Bridge is the first study aboard consulting firm in
Vietnam to branch out from the traditional application services only approach. Our mission is to provide
Vietnamese students with a realistic and holistic view of studying abroad before they embark on their
journeys.
Our services are college selection consulting services, virtue campus tours, online meetings with
international and local students from the schools that our clients are interested in, and virtue classroom
experience. Even though campus tours are very common in the US, they have never been offered in
Vietnam. Since it is unarguably an important part of applying to colleges, I believe that it is necessary
that Vietnamese students get access to campus tours.
Besides getting to know the college itself, it is also essential to see if the surrounding areas are suitable
for the students’ lifestyle. It can be very overwhelmed for students from Vietnam to move from their
hometowns, where everything such as supermarkets or coffee shops are within walking distance, to
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college towns, which are very isolated. From my own experience and from talking to many other studyabroad students, I gather that most Vietnamese students do not pay attention to the college setting
when they apply to college. In Vietnam, the suburbs and the cities are not as drastically different as in
the US. That’s why most students neglect the information and later regret it. With our online meetings
services, students will no longer experience those unnecessary cultural shock. We will match our clients
with a student at the clients’ desire schools. The student will be majoring in the major that the clients
are interested in or will have similar personality traits with our clients. The student will then give our
clients a tour of the surrounding areas as well as leading our clients to other activities. Clients can gain
classroom experiences when they follow one of the students to classes. This will help our clients decide
if their English is good enough to enroll in a study abroad program. Moreover, this is also an opportunity
for them to explore their interests in different majors before coming to college oversea. Our customers
can then have a better idea of what they will actually experience once they go abroad and not a vague
fantasy based on Hollywood movies.
Clients can opt for a complete package or they can make their own package by selecting which services
are best suited for their needs. Our fees will vary based on their selections.
Additional to our main services, which are designed for students, The Bridge also provides data packages
for colleges and universities that wish to know more about the international student market. Based on
how students interact with our services, The Bridge will be able to identify trends and patterns in this
community. These trends and patterns will be combined into our basic data packages that are
complementary to our partner schools. Universities and colleges are also provided with the option to
attain personalized data sets. For example, some institutions might have the need to examine
international students’ expectations of career centers and professional development assistance. The
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Bridge can conduct this specific survey on their behalf on our apps and websites. These organizations
can send us the specific questions they want to ask, or we can create the question set and send it to
them for approval.

Target Market

Our initial target market is high school students in their junior and senior years who are planning to
pursue higher education in America. The reason why the Bridge choose America as our launching market
is our familiarity with this market. We plan on branching out to other markets such as Australia, Canada
,and New Zealand, etc.
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According to The Vietnam Ministry of Education and Training, in the 2015-2016 school year, there were
around 1.25 million students in these grades. Moreover, 60% of these students express interest in
studying abroad (SGGP, 2016). Our target demographics are from 16-18, which belongs to the Gen Z
generations. This generation is very tech-savvy. They are considered the digital generation. Research
shows that 74% of gen Z spend most of their free time online (IBM, n.d). Additionally, they display a
marked inclination toward convenience. For gen Z there is no point in doing the hard work themselves if
it is more efficient to hire professionals to do it for them. In the meantime, they can spend time on more
pressing priorities. All these features make them the perfect target market for The Bridge services.
Furthermore, with the national exit exam coming up at the end of high school, junior and senior years
are the most hectic time for Vietnamese students. They would appreciate having an information
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package put together for them and not having to spend hours doing their own research. Parents in
Vietnam value their children’s education very highly. They will invest in services that aid their children’s
higher education path and free up time for classes and other activities.
For our data collecting services, The Bridge’s main target market consists of community colleges and
universities. According to the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, the is a 7.9% drop in US
fall enrollment in colleges and universities since 2011 (Brock, 2017). This decline in overall higher
education enrollment in the US forces schools to look into recruiting international students.
Furthermore, most higher education institutions have an international student quota to meet. They
want to attract international students for a variety of reasons such as financial and diversity purposes.
As this market is very saturated and competitive, it is necessary for schools to utilize many marketing
channels and admission tactics. When I interviewed the International Advisor and Recruiter of SUNY
Brockport, Dylan George, he stated that these materials can be very costly. A free service like the Bridge
is definitely something that the college is interested in.

Market Analysis
Opportunities
Study abroad is a fast-growing market. According to the “Higher and Higher” report published by HSBC
in 2017, the number of international students had more than doubled in less than two decades from 2.1
million to 4.6 million. Around 42% of surveyed parents claimed that they considered university abroad
for their children, which was up by 7% comparing to the previous year’s survey results. In addition, Asian
countries showed the most interest in this idea. This was backed by the fact that, in 2017, 53% of the
total number of international students were from Asia (HSBC, 2017). Not only did parents entertain the
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possibilities of their children studying aboard, but they were also willing to make a significant financial
contribution. This fact was not only evident in the report, but it could also be observed through parents’
spending patterns when it comes to education-related matters. Even though all the countries involved in
the study offered free or nearly-free education through at least the high school level, over half of the
parents still put their children through paid-for education (HSBC, 2017). Across many researches,
America is claimed to be the most popular destination for studying abroad, which is why the Bridge is
targeting this niche market first.
Vietnam’s statistics on studying abroad follow a similar trend. With America is also the most popular
choice, Vietnam is the most prominent market in South East Asia for studying abroad in the US,
estimated at around one billion dollars. According to Forbes Vietnam, the market has grown by 7.2% in
the last decade. Furthermore, Vietnam is continuously ranked sixth in the number of students coming to
the US (IIE). Of those students, the majority of them went for a bachelor’s degree. Refer to appendix A
for a demonstration of the growing trend in the number of Vietnamese international students in
America.
When we compare the college education system in Vietnam to the college education system in the US, it
is easy to see the reasons why these students and parents think that it is beneficial to pursue higher
education in the States. Firstly, there is not a lot of flexibility in the Vietnamese education system.
Students normally need to decide their desire colleges and majors in their junior year of high school.
Right after graduation, they have to take national exams in order to get into the colleges they want. All
the students in Vietnam will take the same math test, literature test or language test, etc based on the
majors and schools they choose. Since these exams are all uniformed, it is extremely competitive for
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students to get into their desire schools. If they cannot achieve the entry grade for their desire schools
or if there are too many people with higher grades than them, they have to wait another year in order
to go through the whole process again. Although it is also very challenging to get into top colleges in the
US, students have a much better chance of pursuing higher education here. There is a college or a
university per every 61,736 people in America comparing to one per 404,831 people in Vietnam.
Moreover, students have options between spring and fall admission here in the US. There is also much
more flexibility when it comes to selecting majors and minors. In Vietnam, most colleges do not offer
minor and it will be extremely challenging for students to graduate with dual majors. Moreover, in order
to switch majors, students have to go through the whole process again, in which they have to sit
through the national exams. This led to many unfortunate situations, in which Vietnamese students are
forced to drop out of colleges due to unfit major choices. After that, they will have to face many
difficulties trying to go back to school. Secondly, students in the US have much greater autonomy in
their programs comparing to students in Vietnam. For example, many students in Vietnam do not get to
pick their classes each semester. The classes are assigned by the department. Within the very limited
number of majors that have the right to make up their schedules, there are many other problems. When
being interviewed, students in the Business Administration department of the National Economics
University of Vietnam claimed that they are one of the two majors in the university that get to choose
courses. Unfortunately, every semester there will be one to two classes that got canceled due to the low
number of students registered. If you selected that class, you are forced to switch to other lectures,
which can be difficult since they are all filled. This can lead to students not being able to graduate on
time. Besides not being able to set your own schedules, college students in Vietnam are required to
follow strict programs from freshman to senior year. Within my programs at the College at Brockport,
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not only did I have the right to decide my general education classes, but I also get to select some of my
upper-division major courses. This privilege is not presented to students in Vietnam. Thirdly, colleges in
the US are designed to encourage students to get experience while finishing their programs. During my
four years in college, I have had the chance to finished four internships. Thanks to night classes and
online classes, I am still able to graduate on time with 150 credits. However, my peers who are studying
in Vietnam are not presented with the same opportunities. All courses offered by their universities are
in-person lectures, which all happen during business hours. Many of them also have to attend Saturday
classes. Networking events such as job fairs or ARNET are only presented to seniors in Vietnam, while
they are open to all students in the US. College students in Vietnam are given their last semester to do
an internship. Unfortunately, researches show that it is too late. Many students discover that they
choose the wrong paths after entering the workforce. However, since it is their last semester in school,
they could not act on it. All these factors contribute to the growing trend of studying abroad among
Vietnamese students.

Market Analysis
In order to gain more insights about the market, The Bridge also looks into “the Study Abroad Trends”
surveys that were conducted by students in the Business Administration department of the National
Economics University of Vietnam. The surveys were divided into two sets of questions; one is for
Vietnamese students who already studied aboard and the other one is for Vietnamese students in
general. Each survey was distributed to 200 participants, chosen at random. The first survey, which
targets students with studying oversea experience got the corresponding rate of 17%. The survey which
was designed for Vietnamese students in general got 48 responses which translates to a 24%
correspondent rate.
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Among the students who are in or already finished their abroad programs, the majority of them started
their journeys as freshmen in college. That’s why The Bridge targets junior and senior in high school. It
was the time when most of these international students started their research on studying abroad. In
the survey, we also discovered some other interesting factors. 64% of the participants said they did not
have enough information before they arrive at the destination countries. If they could go back to before
they embarked on their journeys, the leading topics they wanted to know more about are settings of the
schools, majors, and minors offered at the colleges they would be attending. With our virtue tours and
meetings services, it is guaranteed that the students will be able to acquire all the relevant information
about these topics. More interestingly, 60% of the participants think that it is necessary to utilize study
abroad consulting services and 50% said that they did get help from study abroad consulting firms
during the application processes.
The survey that was distributed to Vietnamese students in general resulted in 33% of the participants
confirm that they were in a study abroad program or are currently in the process of studying abroad.
Among the participants that claim they have never studied aboard, 53% expresses that they plan to do
so in the future

Porter’s Five Force Analysis
Force

Strength of this Force

Reasons

Threat of Substitutes

High

-Lower cost substitutes available
-Moderate availability of
substitutes
-Low variety of substitutes
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Threat of New Entrants

Moderate

-New firms can start with a small
investment
-Established companies do not
have loyal customers base
-New firms might find difficulty
when trying to achieve exclusive
partnerships with schools

Bargaining Power of Buyers

Low

-High switching cost. Once the
clients choose a package, they are
locked in.
-Customers are less price
sensitive
- Since there are many firms in
this industry, the buyers have high
bargaining power. However, it is
offset by the high product
differentiation

Bargaining Power of Suppliers

Low

Schools:
-Large number of suppliers
relative to buyers weaken the
bargaining power of suppliers
-Clients’ requests increase the
bargaining power of the schools
-The benefits the suppliers gain
from our services weaken the
bargaining power of suppliers

Intensity of Rivalry within the
industry

Moderate

- High number of competitors. The
study abroad consulting industry
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is saturated with companies of
various size.
-No competitive pricing. Buyers
are not as sensitive with prices
like other industry.
-Customers cannot switch to
other options at low switching
cost

The threat of substitutes for this industry is low. Customers can opt for a lower-cost option, which is
doing their own research. However, the only advantage of this substitute is the financial benefit. It will
be very time consuming if the customers choose this method. Since they have no experience in this
subject, they will have to spend a lot of time familiarizing themselves. If clients utilize study aboard
consulting firms, we can help them to narrow down their options significantly based on their
preferences. For example, if the clients suffer from seasonal affective disorder, we would suggest
colleges in Arizona, Florida, or California and advise against places like Washington, Connecticut, and
Oregon. It will eliminate the chances that the customers waste a lot of time doing extensive research to
realize that the college might not be suitable for them. Moreover, there is a low variety of substitutes
for the services offered by this industry. Therefor the threat of substitutes is a weak force.
The threat of new entrants to entry is moderate. Since it is not necessary to acquire lots of assets in this
industry, it is possible for new firms to start with a small investment. Additionally, most customers only
use study abroad consulting services once. Hence, established companies do not have a loyal customer
base. This will make it easier for The Bridge to penetrate the market. The only difficulty new firms might
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face is establishing exclusive partnerships with colleges. However, this obstacle can easily be overcome
with our unique services. Moreover, the colleges will definitely be interested in our zero-commission
fee.
The bargaining power of buyers is low. Even though the market is highly saturated, there is a high
product differentiation. The switching cost associates with the industry is also high. The customers are
pretty much locked in once they commit to the package. If they opt to switch to a substitute, they will
lose the money they invested. The clients are less price-sensitive, making the bargaining power of
buyers a low force. When it comes to education, Vietnamese consumers concern more about the quality
of the services than the price. When they have limited information about the industry, customers tend
to use price as an indicator of quality. Moreover, since we don’t get any commission from the colleges,
our recommendations are solely based on the suitability of the colleges to our clients. This ensures that
we provide the best quality services. This will put The Bridge in an advantage. Other firms in the industry
might be influenced by the commissions, which can prevent them from recommending the best match
to the customers.
The bargaining power of suppliers is low in strength. Firstly, the suppliers, higher education institutions
will gain many benefits from utilizing the services of this industry, especially in terms of marketing.
Moreover, there is a large number of colleges relative to the number of firms in the industry we operate
in. Hence, colleges do not have much control. However, their bargaining powers can be increased
slightly when clients have requests for specific schools.
The study abroad consulting industry is saturated with companies of various sizes, which leads to a
highly competitive environment between the firms. However, since the buyers are not price-sensitive,
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the intensity of rivalry within the industry is reduced. Firms do not have to engage in price wars in order
to attract customers. Once customers decide on a company, they are locked in. There will be a
significant switching cost if they want to use other companies. These factors make the threats of rival
competitions a moderate force.

Competitive Analysis
VNIS GROUP:

Provide study abroad advising services for students interested in studying in the U.S. and Canada

Pros:
o Offer a comprehensive oversea education consulting package including school selection, scholarships
information, letter of recommendation and personal statement guidance, etc.
Cons:
o Customers are forced to get the whole package instead of just selecting the services they need
o Can be expensive
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o Students have to be physically present at the company location
o Information can be limited and outdated. The company only presents what the colleges want
prospective students to see.
o The colleges recommendations can be influenced by commissions
The Bridge Advantage:
o Customers customize their package. They can choose to utilize only the school selection consulting
services or only the virtue campus tour, etc.
o Everything is online and can be access from The Bridge website and mobile app.
o The colleges recommendations are exclusively based on the students’ preferences and abilities.
o Customers will get more in-depth information and more personal advises from the students, who were
at the same spot as them just a couple years ago.
AMERICAN PARADISE CAMP:

Provide international summer camp for children between the age of 8 and 16.
Pros:
o Students get to experience study abroad environment firsthand.
o Most students have positive feedbacks after the programs
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o The most popular Vietnamese international summer camp company
Cons:
o In a high price range
o Only offer in the summer when most college classes are not in session. Students won’t get a holistic
view of the campus life
o Gear more toward learning English and leisure purposes than toward college research purposes
o Participants are surrounded by other Vietnamese students, which will not be the case when they go to
colleges oversea
The Bridge Advantage:
o Much more affordable
o Services offered year-round and can be access remotely at anytime
o Different target market. The Bridge specifically target 16-18 years old student
o Designed so that students can experience real campus life not just to have fun
o Customers get to experience real classes and real student to student interactions
EF EDUCATION FIRST:
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Offer a wide variety of programs from language learning trips to cultural exchange program, ranging
from 2 weeks to a couple years
Pros:
o Established company with a large pool of resources
o Have branches all around the world
o Students have many options. They can choose from the wide variety of programs based on their
needs
o Students get to experience study abroad environment firsthand.
Cons:
o In a high price range
o Participants will mostly interact with other Vietnamese students in the program, which will not be the
case when they go to colleges oversea
o Customers have to go to EF locations to sign up and do paperwork before entering the programs
o There are only two locations in two big in Vietnam (Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City). Customers from
other cities have to travel there
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The Bridge Advantage:
o Much more affordable
o Everything is online and can be access from The Bridge website.
o Students will gain a more holistic view of studying abroad. They can observe real interaction between
the students, in the environment they will soon be submerged in

Our Competitive Advantages
Among other things, unique services are what make The Bridge stand out from the red market of study
abroad consulting. As indicated in our competitive analysis, even though our competitors possess some
similar features to the services provided by The Bridge, their services are very restricted when being
compared to ours. Despite being imitable, this still gives us a temporary advantage. By the time the
competitors replicate our model, The Bridge will already establish ourselves in the industry and create a
loyal clientele. Other brands will be forced to compete with us on price, which will be challenging since
our pricing is already very affordable.
Not only does The Bridge can afford to offer our services at a relatively low price, but we can also keep
our competitors from achieving such rate. When entering a partnership with colleges, The Bridge will
sign contracts indicating that our company will be the only company in this niche market that the
colleges collaborate with for three years (or one year for state colleges). In return, these institutions will
have the opportunity to reach a large audience of international students for free. Additionally, Colleges
that opt to renew their contracts will receive a discount for our ads and market research features. With
the campus tour and the meetings being provided through colleges’ resources, we can keep our costs
low. Hence our ability to provide services to students at an affordable rate. Since these higher education
institutions are tied up with our contracts, other firms will have to invest in developing their services by
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themselves, which in turn can greatly affect their pricings. Even though competitors have the option to
go for the colleges that The Bridge was not able to reach, those options will be very limited and perhaps
not suitable for international students. The initial contracts will give our company a temporary
competitive advantage. With at least one year ahead of our competitors, The Bridge will definitely have
an established brand identity in the international student community. At that point, we can shift our
marketing strategy to rely more heavily on word of mouth, which will save us a lot on advertising costs.
Moreover, with renewing contracts, The Bridge has a chance to attain sustainable competitive
advantages.
Another of our competitive advantage is our accessibility, as stated in the section above, all of our
competitors require students to be physically presented at the companies’ locations. Not only is this a
hassle for many students, as they grow accustomed to performing tasks remotely, but it is also a
limitation for the study abroad consulting brands. They will be restricted to local clientele. On the
contrary, The Bridge has lots of potentials to grow both nationally and globally. With all the services
accessible online, either through The Bridge’s web page or app, our customers can be anywhere and still
are able to take advantage of our services.

Operations and Marketing
Business Strategy
The Bridge utilizes sole proprietorship business model. It will be simple and relatively inexpensive to
establish thanks to the lack of government regulation. There is only a small fee to pay in order for The
Bridge to operate with a d/b/a name. Moreover, our company can save a lot of capital by not having to
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file annual report with the state and federal governments. We also avoid double taxation and enjoy the
benefits of a simpler tax return compare to other forms of business such as corporation, LLC or
partnership. The Bridge also has relatively low risk by being an e-commerce platform.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses

_Highly motivated and receptive management

_ Does not have an established brand awareness

_Affordability, uniqueness, accessibility and
services customization
_Maintains a fresh and creative social media/web
presence and content creation that attracts and

and product is not familiar to the community.
However, as this is an unique and necessary
product for students, The Bridge reputation can
be established in a reasonable amount of time

retains an audience
Opportunities

Threats

_Growing studying abroad trend as young people

_It is challenging for Vietnamese student to get

put great emphasis on getting new experience

US and Canada visa. The long process and rigid

_Grants and loans provided both by Vietnamese
and US governments
_Proficient English skills, especially fluent
speaking skills, are in high demand in the job
market. Moreover, it is hard to acquire speaking
skills inside of Vietnam
_Growing number of international schools and
global programs guide students to study abroad
paths from a young age

interviews can deter students and force them to
consider other study abroad destinations
_Language proficiency is also a deterrent. Since
Vietnamese schools don’t offer many classes in
English, many students will have a big learning
curve when study oversea
_There are many YouTube videos about studying
abroad
_Standardize tests and language proficiency
exam such as SAT, ACT, IETLS, and TOEFL
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_Popularity of US degrees in the domestic job

_Changing political atmosphere and risks

market

associate with traveling oversea

_Growing number of multinational firms in
Vietnam increases the demand for a work force
that have an understanding of a global business
practice

Key Revenues
The Bridge has three revenue streams.
1. Services offered to students:
Services are offer separately in individual package. However, there are also add-on options
available, making it easier for customers to mix and match based on their needs.
a. Higher Education Institutions Recommendation:
The Bridge will aid students in deciding which school is a good match for them. Students can
choose between a package of three, six or nine school recommendations. There is also an addon of one recommendation. For example, if the student wants to find seven suitable colleges.
They can opt for our six school recommendations package with one add-one.
Fee Schedule:
Three school recommendations package: $45
Six school recommendations package: $80
Nine school recommendations package: $135
One recommendation add-on: $20
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b. Campus Tour:
Based on our recommendation and students’ research, they can choose which school they want
to see more of. The Bridge will provide students with video of the desire colleges’ campus tour.
We will charge our customers $15 per school.
c. Online meeting:
The Bridge’s clients will be matched with a student who is attending the school our clients want
to explore. Customers will have the option of matching with a native student or an international
student. If possible, customers will be able to meet with a student from their home country. The
meeting will be in the format of a video call. The duration of the call is one hour. Our customers
can utilize this service by themselves or with their friends. If they use it by themselves, they will
be charged $100 for an hour call. If they choose to add their friends in the conversation, the fee
will be the following:
Two-student call: $150
Three-student call: $180
The fees will be divided evenly into the students’ account. This will encourage our clients to
introduce our services to their friends and acquaintances. We will record and monitor the video
calls to ensure that only the allowed number of students is presented in each call.
d. Classroom Experience:
This is a complimentary service for clients who spend more than $200 on our services.
Moreover, customers can also earn this experience by getting new users to use their referral
codes. During the first three years, after clients successfully get three friends to purchase any of
our services, they will receive a free classroom experience service.
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However, after the first stage, The Bridge will tighten our referral policy. Instead of just having
to get three new users, our clients will have to connect five new users to our services in order to
receive the prize. This service will also be used for our giveaway programs on our social media
platforms or offered to our partner influencers.
2. Data Packages:
Basic Data Package: $100 per data package
Premium Data Package: The fee of this service will be based on the information our customers
want to attain. The starting rate is $200 per survey.
3. Ads:
The fee of this service will be based on the agreement we have with the schools.

Key Costs
Since all the services are offered online, most of our capital will be spent developing the apps and the
website. Our main recurring costs are salary expenses, marketing expenses and miscellaneous office
expenses. The details of our costs are included in the profit and lost statement.
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Marketing Strategy

The Bridge will be present on all social media platforms. We put greater emphasis on Facebook and
Instagram because they are the most popular platforms in Vietnam. According to the Ministry of
Information and Communications in Vietnam, 58 million Vietnamese, which is more than 60% of
Vietnam population, are actively using Facebook. The average and the most popular age on Facebook
are upper thirties (Vietnamplus, 2019). That is why we will post contents that target parents on
Facebook. Based on the observed user patterns, the parents will either tag their children on the post or
share the post on their timelines for other parents to see, which will drive traffic to our account. On
Instagram, our content will be designed to fit the students’ aesthetic and preferences. Instagram also
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has a business feature, making it easier for us to track our impact and identify what attract our target
market.
The Bridge also relies heavily on word of mouth marketing strategy to build our loyal clientele. Since
people are more likely to buy services recommended by someone they know, The Bridge will encourage
our customers to post their own contents that feature our company. We will have unique hashtags on
all social networks. We will also showcase our clients’ posts prominently on the company’s account.
Giveaways and discounts will be used to incentivize user-generated content on social media. Not only
will customer reviews and testimonials be displayed on our app and websites, but they will also be
highlighted on our social platforms using the story features.
During the first three years, the Bridge will have a fairly generous referral policy. Each student who
utilizes our services will have a referral code. After they successfully get three friends to purchase any of
our services, they will receive a free classroom experience service. Since students who are planning to
study abroad often have a network of friends with the same goals, we believe that our referral program
will attract many new customers. After the first stage, The Bridge will tighten our referral policy. Instead
of just having to get three new users, our clients now have to connect five new users to our services in
order to receive the prize. At this stage, we think that we will already have an established brand
reputation in the study abroad community in Vietnam.
Another way to build our brand recognition is through connecting with industry influencers. The Bridge
already contacted Giang, a YouTuber in Vietnam for a collaboration. Giang has 1.24 Million subscribers
on Youtube. Since she actively promotes studying oversea and shares her own abroad stories, her fan
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base is very interested in getting the same experience. Giang agreed to mention our services in her
videos. In return, The Bridge will provide her with 10 discount code of 15% to her subscribers.
Our company will also collab with English learning centers in Vietnam. We will post about them on our
social medias and they will feature our ads on their website and other platforms. Moreover, we will
refer our customers to their centers and vice versa. Our students will receive a 10% discount on their
services with our referrals. Their students will also receive a 10% discount on our services.

Financial Plan
Forecast
Assumptions
Based on our competitive analysis, we discovered that EF Education First’s summer camp services in
Vietnam are the most comparable to The Bridge’s services. Hence, our forecast and assumptions will be
based on their financial statistics. Based on their websites and brochures, they offer 10 different options
to explore English speaking nations. Just to the US, which is our initial target market, they have 12
different courses, starting in January, May, June and July. Approximately, 50 students are enrolled on
each of the trips for a total of 600 students utilizing the services.
Since The Bridge is a new company, we expected that our stream of customers will be significantly less.
In our financial statement, we created two scenarios, most likely and pessimistic, for the investors to
have a holistic view of The Bridge’s prospective future. In our most likely scenario, we believe that the
Bridge can attract 240 students (40% of the number of students on EF Education First’s US Program). In
our pessimistic scenario, we forecast to have approximately 180 students (30% of the number of
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students on EF Education First’s US Program). The details of our assumptions are listed with the profit
and loss statement.

Projected Profit and Loss
MOST LIKELY SCENARIO:
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PESSIMISTIC SCENARIO
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Contingency Plan
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Scenario 1 (Fire)- Even though it is unlikely that the staff will cause a fire in our office, it is still a risk that
we should pay attention too. All our staff will be trained in fire prevention and safety when they come
onboard. The office is also equipped with one fire extinguisher in case of an emergency. The fire
extinguisher is located next to the front door.
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Scenario 2 (Unexpected Expenditure)- It is highly probable that The Bridge will incur unexpected costs.
However, this risk has a low impact on our business. The cost will be covered by our idle cash. Big
unexpected expenses will be evaluated by the CEO to see if the costs are necessary.
Scenario 3 (Phishing Attack)- It is important that The Bridge is prepared for phishing attacks since it will
have a high impact on our business. All employees will be trained on how to identify phishing attacks.
Moreover, they will be tested randomly. We will have fake emails sent out to our employees to test if
they can identify and avoid the risk. If the employees fail this test, they will have to go through the
online training course again. In case an employee falls for the attack, we will follow the IT safety
guidelines. First, the employee should disconnect their device from the internet and any network it is
linked to. Then they will perform a complete scan of the system using our anti-virus software. If they
find any malware, follow the software’s instructions on how to quarantine or remove the malicious files.
The employee should also change their passwords. The Bridge will closely monitor this situation to see if
there is any suspicious activity.
Scenario 4 (Application Crashes)- All our applications are maintenance weekly at 2am on Wednesday so
the probability of this scenario happening is very low. However, if it does happen, we will notify our IT
partner immediately. In addition, The Bridge will send out a mass email to all the app users to notify
them of the crash and give them a timeline of when we expect to fix the issue.
Scenario 5 (Accidental file deletion)- All The Bridge laptops and computers are programed to prevent
permanently deleting files from the main windows. The only way we can permanently delete a file is to
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delete it from the recycle bin. This will prevent any important information from being deleted
accidentally.

Looking Forward
In year three, The Bridge will continue to implement our marketing plans to grow our client base. Not
only do we expect that the number of enrolling students will increase significantly due to the domino
effect of our word of mouth marketing strategy, but we also anticipate the demand for our data services
will surge. The large number of students in our community can be a great source of insights for higher
education institutions. Moreover, The Bridge has been operated long enough to generate sufficient
data.
In order to manage the rise in demand, we will hire two interns. The Bridge is looking for qualities like
great communication skills, bilingual in Vietnamese and English, hard working and, most importantly,
they have to be passionate about helping the students. The interns’ main responsibilities will be to act
as our customer services. They will help with intaking new orders from colleges and universities as well
as answering the students’ questions about our services. The CEO will focus on promoting The Bridge
and expanding our clientele. Our employee target demographic is students. Not only is this a great
opportunity for the students to get valuable experience but our company will also benefit from being
able to stay on top of the trends in the student communities. Furthermore, by hiring interns instead of
fulltime employees, we hope to lower our salary expenses.
Stage two of The Bridge starts at the beginning of year four. At this time, we will be able to shift our
focus from attracting Vietnamese customers to expanding our services. We will have enough resources
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to be able to target students from other countries in Asian such as China, Korea, and Japan. Since our
apps and websites are already in English, we do not have to spend money on updating them. Instead,
The Bridge will focus our resources on developing marketing materials in these languages. We will also
look for three more interns who are international students from these countries to add to our team.
These interns will help the company with coming up with materials that can attract the students from
their countries.

Appendix
Appendix A
The number of Vietnamese International Student in America in The Period From 2014- 2019

Source: Forbes Vietnam, 2019
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